
In the name of The Highest, Most Gracious, Most Merciful

To all Spiritual Leaders,

The letter you are about to read may be one of the most difficult as well as the most urgent 
you ever will read. We pray you will handle with the responsible accountability and 
seriousness to which both your position in society and this subject demands. 

Anyone with eyes to see can see that our world is in a horrible shambles. Needlessly so. Wars, 
famine, disease, poverty----all of it manufactured by a sort of allegiance of Dark Forces
further carried out by the masses either out of fear, ignorance, greed, sloth, etc. And now we 
have what looks like the Dark Force’s finale beginning with the swine flu vaccine which is 
slated to be distributed beginning in September worldwide.

What you are probably unaware of is the fact that this swine flu vaccine is a bioweapon tool 
intended to bring about the “Greatest Act of Genocide the Earth has Ever Seen.” Please resist 
the immediate urge to cast this letter aside as ridiculous for we assure you this is all too 
horribly real and we have the evidence to show it. Please bear patience. 

No doubt you are aware of the ‘overpopulation’ mantra that mankind is consistently fed via 
the mainstream media. We are force fed a notion that the earth is overpopulated. It is true that 
cities are overly congested and man is not living sustainably, but whose fault is that when 
clean technology has been around for decades and is curiously squashed by large 
multinational conglomerates? 

Do you realize that 2 billion people could live in Australia and have an acre each? Not arable 
land some might argue. Well, there are wisdoms and basic permaculture technologies that are 
enabling people to turn desert scrub into oases of paradise with just a simple well. Just 
because a small group of manipulators don’t understand or don’t want to understand these 
solutions does not mean that we have to go along with their program of depopulation.----no 
matter how many billions or trillions of dollars they throw at it trying to convince us. 

As more and more people wake up to the reality of just how conniving and treacherous this 
small band of manipulators is, they are now desperate to cull much of humanity in their final 
push to maintain control and fully enslave mankind. They have mind control as well as
microchip technology to finalize the plan but we will only touch on the very pressing issue of 
the swine flu vaccine as that is where it all begins. 

HISTORY OF VACCINATIONS

Let’s begin with a little history of vaccinations, shall we? We trust you will be shocked to 
learn the truth that vaccinations have been a scam from day one. 

Case in point--- the very first vaccine, smallpox over 150 years ago is not the darling that we 
were led to believe eradicated smallpox. In fact, it ignited pandemics in the very countries that 
adopted the mandatory vaccination program. England which only suffered a few thousand 
deaths to smallpox began losing tens of thousands of souls to the disease immediately 
following the smallpox vaccination program. In fact, Edward Jenner, father of vaccinations 
even admitted that the disease was little known until his vaccine. Germany lost 124,000 souls, 
Japan 29,000. All had been vaccinated.  Australia, on the other hand, which abstained after 2 
deaths from the shots, lost 3 souls total. Hmmm? And it wasn’t until the vaccination program 
was altogether halted that the smallpox disease reverted back to its natural evolutionary 
decline brought about by cleaner living habits and was eventually allowed to die out 
altogether.   (Excerpted from Neil Z. Miller’s Vaccines: Are They Really Safe and Effective?)



A similar story can be told of the deadly Spanish flu of 1918. This erupted from a new forced 
vaccination program of all WWI American soldiers. In fact, it is said that a common saying of 
the day was that more men were lost to shots from the medics than from shots by the enemy. 
And even after the results of the shots should have been glaringly obvious to all, they pushed 
ahead with a nationwide vaccination program to ‘protect’ the civilians from the ‘bugs’ the 
soldiers picked up overseas. They then exported this vaccination program to the rest of the 
world which then suffered a deadly pandemic which cost some 50 million souls. Some claim 
money was the drive behind this but perhaps it was something far more sinister. Money is 
only the tool used to enlist the greedy to do the dirty work. And need we bring up the 
devastating Gulf War syndrome that is almost unanimously agreed by all soldiers to be caused 
by the vaccinations as many fell ill before ever leaving American soil? 

http://www.whale.to/vaccine/sf.html

The polio vaccine, likewise has a not-so-funny twist to what we all thought was the truth. 
Polio, like smallpox was also on its natural decline before the vaccine was ever introduced. 
Immediately after mass innoculation, polio deaths increased by 250%. In addition, they 
changed the name of the disease for those who were innoculated. Soooo, if you were 
vaccinated and died of polio it went down as a death labeled aseptic meningitis. Polio deaths 
down: asceptic meningitis deaths up. This made their graphs look exactly as they wanted them 
to for public show. Dr Jonas Salk testified in 1976 that the principle, if not sole, cause of polio 
in the U. S. was the polio vaccine, itself. Is this not amazing that we are still under some 
deluded impression that injecting disease into our bloodstream is actually a good idea?

A similar story can be told of whooping cough, measles, you name it. Might want to read a 
great little book called Vaccines: Are they Really Safe and Effective?  by Neil Z. Miller. Could 
read it in a few hours and guaranteed to shake up any previous notions you had about the 
safety and efficacy of vaccines. Or read a bit of this online book which touches on many of 
the same points. http://www.scribd.com/doc/6221131/Vaccination-Crisis

A nice little snapshot of the history of vaccines can be seen here:
http://www.naturalhealthstrategies.com/ineffectiveness-of-vaccines.html

And then if we fast forward to recent history we have the horrific AIDS pandemic in Africa. It 
is very well documented that AIDS was laboratory created and deliberately delivered to 
Africa via the smallpox vaccine program. Or, shall we say “pogrom”. Dr. Leonard Horowitz, 
the medical expert hired to research the famous dentist AIDS case in Florida, said that he 
followed the money trail and it led him to the horrific aforementioned discovery.  He now has 
an entire documentary outlining the details. It’s called “In Lies We Trust” and can be watched 
for free via internet. http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-8674401787208020885 He 
also agrees that this swine flu vaccine is a bioweapon tool designed to wipe out much of 
humanity as do many other brave medical doctors such as Dr. Rebecca Carley, Dr. Sherri 
Tenpenny, and Neurosurgeon Dr. Russel Blaylock, just to name a few. 

"The only safe vaccine is a vaccine that is never used." 

--Dr. James A. Shannon  National Institutes of Health 



So, again, turning to the swine flu vaccine, we have what amounts to a most serious 
conundrum which is going to call on many dedicated souls to rectify. That’s where you come 
in. (well, hopefully) There are many souls already hard at work doing whatever they can to 
stop what essentially amounts to as the greatest crime in history.

CRIMINAL FILINGS AGAINST WHO, UN, et al

One brave woman has gone so far as to file criminal charges with the Austrian government as 
well as with the FBI against the World Health Organization, (WHO) and the UN among 
others for conspiring to commit mass genocide. The charges with all of the damning evidence 
can be read here: 
http://wakenews.net/Microsoft_Word__Criminal_Charges__Swine_flu_edits_v2_1_.pdf

Others are following suit by filing similar charges in their countries such as France, Holland, 
Switzerland et al. 

In addition, an injunction has been filed in New Jersey in a desperate attempt to stop this.
http://www.safetylawsuits.com/complaint.html

While another is waiting in the wings to be used by many Americans as soon as a swine flu 
vaccine is authorized. http://www.scribd.com/doc/17874910/Dr-A-True-Otts-Court-
Injunction

There are also many Americans performing their obligation under Title 18 USC by delivering 
this Notice of Felony / Treason to their local judge as any judge has the power to convene a 
Grand Jury Investigation. http://wakenews.net/Microsoft_Word__MISPRISION_final.pdf

Title 18 USC:
§ 4. Misprision of Felony
Whoever, having knowledge of the actual commission of a felony cognizable by a court
of the United States, conceals and does not as soon as possible make known the same
to some judge or other person in civil or military authority under the United States,
shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than three years, or both.
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/search/display.html?terms=%A7%204%20felony&url=/us
code/html/uscode18/usc_sec_18_00000004----000-.html

Title 18 USC:
§ 2382. Misprision of Treason
Whoever, owing allegiance to the United States and having knowledge of the
commission of any treason against them, conceals and does not, as soon as may be,
disclose and make known the same to the President or to some judge of the United
States, or to the governor or to some judge or justice of a particular State, is guilty of
misprision of treason and shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than
seven years, or both.
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/search/display.html?terms=misprision%20of%20treason&
url=/uscode/html/uscode18/usc_sec_18_00002382----000-.html

Have you not found it curious the exaggerated response to the swine flu? Or the consistent 
discussion on television of the upcoming pandemic? How can they KNOW that there will be a 
pandemic?  There is a logical reason for this and that is because the pandemic will be an 
expressly manufactured pandemic to be delivered via vaccine needle.---unless we stop it in 
time. Read this article which talks about how victims of the 1918 epidemic were purposely 



dug up to gather material necessary to reverse engineer this new ‘novel’ virus they are intent 
upon foisting upon mankind. http://onlinejournal.com/artman/publish/article_4724.shtml

By April, 2009, WHO and CDC were describing the influenza virus responsible for the 
“pandemic” as a “novel triple reassortant virus” that combines H1N1 (swine) virus with H5N1 
(avian) virus and Human flu virus, (H3N2) and that such a “triple virus” had never been seen 
before. (See http://www.cdc.gov/h1n1flu/background.htm)
And a clear explanation of it all is nicely laid out in this video 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3X8KAiVkLJQ&feature=email

LEGAL IMMUNITY

Convenient for the vaccine makers and not for mankind, laws have been passed issuing immunity
(pardon the pun) to all vaccine manufacturers for any death or disability caused by the vaccines. 

As published in the Wall Street Journal on February 23, 2009 By AVERY JOHNSON :

One of the little-noticed reasons that Wyeth was attractive enough to command a 
$68 billion price for rival Pfizer Inc.'s planned takeover sits in a building catty-
corner from the White House across Pennsylvania Avenue. That is where a 
special "vaccines court" hears cases brought by parents who claim their children 
have been harmed by routine vaccinations.

The court -- and the law that established it more than two decades ago -- buffers 
Wyeth and other makers of childhood-disease vaccines from much of the litigation 
risk that dogs traditional pill manufacturers and is an important reason why the 
vaccine business has been transformed from a risky, low-profit venture in the 
1970s to one of the pharmaceutical industry's most attractive product lines today.

And a more relevant clip specifically related to swine flu vaccine makers: 
http://www.globalresearch.ca/index.php?context=va&aid=14453

The US Secretary of Health and Human Services, Kathleen Sebelius, has just 
signed a decree granting vaccine makers total legal immunity from any lawsuits 
that result from any new “Swine Flu” vaccine. Moreover, the $7 billion US 
Government fast-track program to rush vaccines onto the market in time for 
the Autumn flu season is being done without even normal safety testing. Is 
there another agenda at work in the official WHO hysteria campaign to declare 
so-called H1N1 virus—which has yet to be rigorously scientifically isolated, 
characterized and photographed with an electron microscope—the scientifically 
accepted procedure—a global “pandemic” threat?

The current official panic campaign over alleged Swine Flu danger is rapidly 
taking on the dimensions of a George Orwell science fiction novel. The 
document signed by Sebelius grants immunity to those making a swine flu 
vaccine, under the provisions of a 2006 law for public health emergencies. 

Now when you take that information and marry it with the highly disturbing fact that the big 
swine flu vaccine manufacturers have been caught virtually red handed tainting seasonal flu 
vaccine with live avian flu virus as laid out in the criminal charges, the notion that these 
organizations are still on track with their plans to inject all humanity immediately turns
conspiracy ‘theory’ into conspiracy ‘reality’.  There’s no accident why the ‘tell lie vision’ 
won’t touch this story and tries to get you to believe this is the lie. Those spiritually attuned 
will recognize the truth from the lie. 



http://www.pandemicfluonline.com/wp-
content/uploads/2009/07/STARTLING_NEW_EVIDENCE_TrueOtt.pdf

POLICE AND MILITARY PLEAD FOR US TO MAKE A STAND

The woman who reported the incident to Dutch police notes that the officer who interviewed 
her in her living room basically pleaded with her to rally the people because the police would 
not be able to stand down orders to enforce the mandatory vaccination if the people, 
themselves, were unwilling to rise up. We have received a similar message from many 
soldiers. They are pleading with us to rise up and support them so that they can more easily 
stand down their orders from above.  They are all too aware of what is about to befall the 
world and the U.S. in particular as they have been told that their recent training in civil 
disobedience will be put to use in a special operation beginning in October! 

And really, this mandatory vaccination issue ties in to so many other issues such as the 
microchip, the FEMA concentration camps (politely coined quarantine camps), poisonous 
chem trails, codex alimentarius which virtually outlaws the growing of food, the national debt 
and the fact that China is ready to take their collateral. If U.S. soldiers and law enforcement 
fall to this manufactured disease, expect Chinese troops to collect on the debt and the entire 
world to fall into chaos. Everyone needs to understand that EVERYTHING hinges on their 
success to devastate most of the population with this vaccination which will throw everything 
into chaos. 

At the time of writing this, they are planning for the big swine flu conference in Washington 
D.C.  to talk about such things as how society will continue to function with 50% of the 
population ‘out of commission’. If we let them succeed, the dark forces will wring their hands 
in glee at their accomplishment, while we will be left with little defense before God for 
allowing such a thing to happen---because all of this can only happen with our consent. We 
must concede for their treacherous plan of decimation of mankind to be successful. 

“All that is required for evil to prevail is for good men to do nothing”.
---Edmund Burke

We could say so much more but we can only lead a horse to water. If you are willing to drink, 
you will find out all the rest on your own. It’s the sordid plan to end all sordid plans and we 
must do everything in our power to stop it---IMMEDIATELY! Please don’t delay.

A VIABLE ACTION PLAN

First, consider filing the Notice of Felony and Treason with your local judge immediately. 
Simply turn in to the clerk and make sure it is stamped ‘received’. This covers your obligation 
and ensures that you will not be held responsible in the future as there is now direct proof that 
you have been made aware of this treasonous plot. 
http://wakenews.net/Microsoft_Word__MISPRISION_final.pdf

Second, contact your mayor and Sheriff to immediately begin working on a plan to protect 
your community. Call town hall meetings with the tone of seriousness but not panic. Pro-
active measures may take the form of readying your community for self quarantine to avoid 
lethal injection. You will want to ensure that your community is self sufficient. i.e. enough 
food and seeds, water purification methods----look into ozone as the safest and most powerful 
water purification method. Prepare to be cut off from the grid as that is highly probable. These 
manipulators are banking on complete and utter chaos to take over mankind. Please don’t give 
them that satisfaction. Make use of public buildings such as schools to serve as extra housing. 
People may need to double up in houses in winter to share body heat. 



Preparing for self-sufficiency will also be useful for the ensuing economic collapse which is 
sure to follow. The better prepared the easier to weather the storm. Bring natural healers to the 
front so you are not dependent on outside supplies. Please don’t concern yourselves about 
failing hospitals. Natural healers can step in and will be a very effective replacement. Trust 
this. These are just a few ideas. Certainly, your community will brainstorm some clever ideas. 

And so, we are calling on you to take advantage of your position in society to sound the alarm 
and educate your congregation to the potential deadly effect of a vaccine aka lethal injection 
that they are hell-bent on imposing upon all humanity. If ever there was a time to fear the 
Almighty in place of fearing reprisal from a government agent, that time is now! There is very 
little time left to mobilize a community effort but it can still be done if acted on immediately. 
Some communities are already in action coordinating mayors and sheriffs and other city 
leaders to formulate a plan in an effort to protect themselves. Sheriffs have jurisdiction over 
the Feds so remind them of that and encourage them to be the hero of the community.  You 
must mobilize ASAP if you are to stand down this repressive assault. You are the shepherd of 
your flock. Please act accordingly. And may we respectfully request that if you feel you are 
not up to the task then hand it to someone who is. Do not sit on this information. 

A useful flyer that can be used to blanket your community and get them active can be found 
here:
http://www.tab2000.nl/StoptheVax/pdf/StoptheVaxflyer.pdf

In this way we can thwart the dark forces’ plan of culling, overtaking and enslaving humanity. 
If we don’t stand up now, we will likely never get another chance for a very long time and 
much needless suffering will occur beforehand. At what point do we stand up for what is right 
out of Love for our fellow brothers, sisters, daughters, sons, mothers and fathers? Is it too 
late? Are we already genetic mutants no longer able to make the spiritual connection? Of 
course not. The spirit still thrives in many of our souls and is ready to be awakened in the 
sleepy. Take advantage of this notice to begin creating a better world in which mankind lives 
in peace and freedom cooperating rather than competing, loving rather than fighting, living 
rather than dying. It is time to take back our Earth. This is just the beginning. 

In Earnest Peace,
The Concerned Souls of ‘Operation Fax to Stop the Vax’


